2016 CFPA WATCH LIST

NATIONAL PERFORMER OF THE YEAR TROPHY

@CFPerformance
Taylor Lamb (QB), Appalachian State
Anu Solomon (QB), Arizona
Seth Russell (QB), Baylor
Taysom Hill (QB), BYU
Gunner Kiel (QB), Cincinnati
Deshauhn Watson (QB), Clemson
Dalvin Cook (RB), Florida State
Nick Chubb (RB), Georgia
Matt Breida (RB), Georgia Southern
Greg Ward Jr. (QB), Houston
C.J. Beathard (QB), Iowa
Leonard Fournette (RB), LSU
Brad Kaaya (QB), Miami
Tommy Armstrong Jr. (QB), Nebraska
Elijah Hood (RB), North Carolina
DeShone Kizer (QB), Notre Dame
2016 CFPA National Performer of the Year Trophy Watch List

- J.T. Barrett (QB), Ohio State
- Baker Mayfield (QB), Oklahoma
- Samaje Perine (RB), Oklahoma
- Mason Rudolph (QB), Oklahoma State
- Chad Kelly (QB), Ole Miss
- Royce Freeman (RB), Oregon
- Donnel Pumphrey (RB), San Diego State
- Christian McCaffrey (RB), Stanford
2016 CFPA National Performer of the Year Trophy Watch List

- P.J. Walker (QB), Temple
- Joshua Dobbs (QB), Tennessee
- Patrick Mahomes II (QB), Texas Tech
- Dane Evans (QB), Tulsa
- Marlon Mack (RB), USF
- Luke Falk (QB), Washington State
- Zach Terrell (QB), Western Michigan
- Skyler Howard (QB), West Virginia